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Part of the Evohome and Hometronic range, the

Evotouch colour zoning manager is ideal for small to

medium sized homes, or homes where multiple

displays are needed (one on each floor, for instance).

The Evotouch supports 12 zones of heating, plus a

hot water zone, and works with many of the same

peripheral devices as the Hometronic Manager.

Using a high-quality colour touchscreen, the Evotouch

makes it very easy to set your heating controls for

optimum comfort and energy efficiency, whether your

day-to-day pattern of living is continuously changing

or staying the same. Evotouch can be mounted on a

desk charging cradle, which you can move around

your home, or on a wall charging dock. It doesn’t

necessarily need to be on view, you can tuck it away

in a cupboard if you like. The unit has rechargeable

batteries, so you  can remove it from the charger for

an hour or two if you want to make changes to your

settings in the comfort of an armchair.

What can you do with Evotouch?

From the touchscreen you can:
n view and adjust temperature settings in each room

of your house

n set up time/temperature profiles for each room,

for instance, you may want a room to be warm 

in the morning and evening, and cooler during 

the day.

n set the whole house into a special mode, for

instance “Away” mode if you are on holiday

n turn on and off the hot water system, and change

the operating times
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Radiator Controls
Evotouch works with the

latest Wireless Radiator

Controller, which has an

improved swivelling display

with backlight, and a new

sleek casing. The Radiator

Controller is ideal for retrofit situations, allowing the

house to be zoned without making any changes to

the plumbing. Manifold radiators can also be

controlled (see main brochure).

Underfloor Heating
Evotouch works with the Hometronic Underfloor

Heating Controller, and allows the use of wireless

sensors (either dial type, or with LCD display), or

alternatively the Sensible Heat thimble sensor. 

Any form of underfloor heating can be controlled

(“wet” or electric).

Remote Control
Evotouch has an optional Remote Access gateway,

which plugs into your internet router and allows the

system to be controlled from a mobile phone or

tablet App (either Apple iOS or Android). For more

comprehensive control from an App or PC, 

Sensible Heat’s WebManager is also compatible 

with the Evotouch.

Integration with Air Conditioning systems
Using Sensible Heat’s Web Interface products, the

Evotouch can be integrated with a comfort cooling

system to ensure that heating and cooling systems

do not “fight” each other.

Integrated with AV Touchscreen systems
Again, using the Web Interface, Evotouch can 

be integrated with most popular Audio-Visual

touchscreen systems (e.g. Control4, Crestron, Savant,

RTI etc), contact Sensible Heat for further details.
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